The Emergence of Abductions into Public Awareness
The "first" and still most familiar abduction story came to light almost twenty years after the modern era of flying saucer reports began in 1947. On the night of September 19, 1961, when Barney and Betty Hill drove home from a vacation trip through the White Mountains of New Hampshire, a distant flying light seemed to pace the car. This light neared until it loomed overhead as a huge, lighted disk-shaped craft. A series of beeps sounded and the craft vanished from sight. When the witnesses reached home they noticed that the time was some two hours later than they expected. A spate of nightmares and anxiety-related health problems led the witnesses to seek medical and eventually psychiatric help. Dr. Benjamin Simon, a Boston psychiatrist, carried out hypnotic regression therapy on the Hills and had them relive the lost two hours associated with the UFO sighting. A remarkable story emerged of the witnesses encountering a roadblock manned by short beings with large heads and eyes, small ears and mouths, and hairless ashen-colored skin. These beings controlled the witnesses by apparently hypnotic means and escorted them into a landed saucer-shaped craft. A sometimes gruesome medical examination followed, then the leader conversed for a while with Betty Hill by means of telepathy before releasing the witnesses to continue their drive. All After the beam struck him unconscious, he awakened inside a rounded room and found himself surrounded by humanoid beings such as the Hills described. Later several almost-human beings escorted him through a vast hangarlike room containing a number of the disk-shaped craft. He next found himself lying beside an Arizona highway while the UFO ascended above him.
As publicity for abduction cases increased, people stepped forward with accounts of their own similar experiences or symptoms of such experiences. One witness was Massachusetts housewife Betty Andreasson, who saw a luminous object land in her yard and large-eyed humanoids approach her house. An extensive investigation of her case, again by means of hypnosis, revealed that this consciously remembered incident was but one of a series of encounters extending back to childhood. A California woman who came forward with her memories of a peculiar experience soon proved a link in a chain of four other women, all with their own abduction stories to tell. Budd Hopkins, a New York artist, teamed with several psychologists to investigate a number of abduction cases, the most spectacular being the repeated encounters of a young Indianapolis woman. She reported that aliens impregnated her, then in a followup abduction they removed the fetus. Later she was allowed to see the offspring, a hybrid alien and human girl. Perhaps the biggest publicity boost for abductions came in 1987 with the publication of Whitley Strieber's best-selling Communion, an account of the personal abduction experiences of this popular author best known for his horror fiction.
UFO researchers have received a minimum of 600 abduction reports over the years, but a questionnaire published in the December 1987 issue of OMNI magazine has drawn some 1200 responses from prospective abductees. Abduction reports are primarily North American, but South America has produced a substantial number, with smaller counts from England and Australia. Continental Europe has provided only a few, though three cases have originated in the Soviet Union. No reports are known from Asia or black Africa. A single witness participates in most abductions, but in 73 out of 300 cases, from two up to seven individuals were taken at the same time. The reports come from males and females alike, and the experience seems independent of income, occupation, or level of education. Psychological tests reveal no overt mental illness of any standard sort (Fund for UFO Research 1985) . People of all ages report abductions, but by far the most abductees are less than 35 years old at the alleged time of the first encounter.
Some witnesses are fully conscious of their abduction experience and able to relate it in detail (e.g., Villas Boas, Hickson, Walton). Others suffer a temporary amnesia and then recall the experience through dreams (Betty Hill) or a spontaneous return of memory (Sgt. Moody; see Lorenzen and Lorenzen 1977:38-51) . A greater number of abductees tell their full story only under hypnosis, an uncommon way to obtain a narrative but the usual technique for exploring these cases. The witness may have extensive conscious memory and submit to hypnosis only to clarify details (Strieber), or partial memory of a strange experience may lead to a much-enlarged story under hypnosis (Andreasson), or it may reveal a full-blown abduction underlying nothing more apparent than vague anxieties (Barney Hill).
The Folkloric Character of Abduction Reports
Two folk groups with distinctive concerns, aims, and attitudes toward abductions take an interest in this phenomenon, and the result is two different abduction folklores. The most homogeneous group in terms of attitude toward abductions is the ufologists and their alter egos, the skeptics. For ufologists the attitude is one of absolute belief in an extraterrestrial encounter, for skeptics absolute disbelief in any sort of real experience. These individuals usually judge the abduction phenomenon according to their prior convictions about UFOs in general, so belief determines interpretation.
The abductees themselves respond with less certainty. Most of them trust in the reality of their experience, sometimes with considerable emotion and at other times with the quiet earnestness of Barney Hill, who defended his abduction with the following words when his psychiatrist attempted to explain it as a fantasy: [Fuller 1966:320] Beyond this basic faith that something real and strange happened to them, a great deal of puzzlement often besets the abductees. They only occasionally share the ufologists' certitude about the nature of the experience and may be reticent to settle on any explanation. The bizarreness of the experience may leave abductees in such a quandary that they will affirm that the encounter happened to them, then deny that they believe it in the same breath (Fuller 1966:328 The capture episode has four parts of its own: (1) alien intrusion by a UFO or strange being, (2) entry into a zone of strangeness where physical laws begin to fail, (3) onset of the time lapse when the witness becomes in some way mentally impaired, and (4) actual procurement of the witness by the beings. Procurement itself unfolds into a complex subepisode as a beam of light strikes and a drawing force pulls the witness; beings approach and a brief conversation ensues; they pacify, escort, and float the witness on board the craft; and the witness experiences a momentary loss of memory, or doorway amnesia, while entering.
Examinations also follow a regular progression as the beings undress, cleanse, and position the witness on an examination table. The procedures move from the general to the specific as the beings first subject the witness to manual exploration, then use an eyelike scanning device, and next instruments to probe the body. Specimens of skin, blood, or other body fluids are taken, the reproductive areas examined, and finally the beings turn attention to the neurological system and implant a tiny device into the brain of the conscious witness. The return episode largely reverses capture, beginning with a farewell and continuing with doorway amnesia as the beings escort the witness out of the ship. After watching the craft depart, the witness resumes previous activities and loses conscious memory of the abduction.
The order of abduction reports amounts to a complex type, and most actual narratives adhere to it. Not every report contains all possible episodes, nor every episode all possible events. Capture and examination are the most common episodes, while theophanies occur in only six cases. When more episodes than the obvious capture and return appear together, the order conforms to the above prescription in 163 out of 193 cases. For reports with complex capture and procurement sequences, fidelity to type runs just above 75%; for examination and return, two-thirds of the cases hold true to type. , and the return is something of a letdown as an ending after the fantastic events aboard ship. Descriptions of the beings may include a transformation in attitude toward their captive from unfriendly to friendly, but rather than developing character this change strikes the listener as jarring because it seems unmotivated, out of the blue, and out of place in terms of all that has gone before. The examination climaxes many reports with an appropriately gripping center of attention, but in other cases interest drifts toward the conference or otherworldly journey, so any comparison with dramatic structure seems merely coincidental. Return is a natural place for the story to finish, yet it often resists closure by spilling over into a prolonged and personal aftermath. What makes these narratives even more paradoxical is the fact that no logic obliges conferences to follow examinations or reproductive tests to follow scans, yet narratives seldom violate this sequence, keeping it despite the fact that the actual narration is often disjointed, halting, and made in a state of emotional excitement. The order of these narratives belongs to the structure of the alleged experience itself. Content tells the story and the order is simply part of that content, with no further shaping for artistic form. The result is thrilling enough as a straightforward report without literary sophistication. 2. The Dying Planet. When abductees visit the otherworld it is frequently a dim, desolate, or devastated place where little or nothing grows and the beings live in enclosed cities. If the otherworld is lush and green it is an underworld without a specific light source or horizon, and the visitor reaches this paradise only after passing through a tunnel or a barren, unpleasant area (Fowler 1979 :77-84). Something seems clearly amiss with the beings' home planet. They may confess that a catastrophe has overtaken them and that they seek a new home. One being stated that his planet was no longer fertile and his mission to Earth was to gather plants and animals as breeding stock (Sprinkle 1979:306-307) . Tying this theme with reproductive interests, several beings have complained that their species is no longer fertile, so they seek to rejuvenate their stock with human genetic materials. Whether these otherworld dwellers are truly supernatural or essentially mortal cohabitants of the Earth, they almost always demonstrate skills and powers beyond the abilities of ordinary humans. For dwarfs this superiority may take the form of fine craftsmanship, but with fairies these skills usually pass into the realm of magic. Even the best fairy magic has definite limits. It often depends more on trickery and illusion than real power over humans or the natural world, as when fairies animate a stock to appear like the human they have stolen or give rich and splendid gifts that prove to be leaves and ordure once the magical spell breaks. Without a magical veil even the beautiful fairyland may be a squalid and ugly place, no better off than the desolate otherworld abductees describe (Briggs 1976:191 The private beliefs of abductees about their experiences may have little in common with the publicly debated beliefs of ufologists and skeptics. In the public arena abductions become pawns in a larger ideological dispute over the interpretation of these events and how they relate to UFOs in general. Abductions presently rate as such an exciting and important issue for the ufological community because they lend handy support to the most cherished beliefs of this folk group. These narratives come from outside the community through people with no vested interest in confirming an extraterrestrial origin for UFOs, yet the events described in these unsolicited reports seem to confirm that theory with minimal need for interpretation. They set skeptics on the defensive and force them to rely on convoluted appeals to psychology, appeals largely unconvincing to the lay public. If abductions themselves were disqualified somehow as folklore, there would still be a folklore of abductions. It would be the tangle of beliefs that have grown over and beyond the basic testimonies of abductees.
Stable Content Elements

Prophecies and
In Whether the experience is objectively real, subjectively real, or the result of transmitted ideas, many claimants react with profound emotion to the conviction that they were abducted by unearthly beings. For some people the experience is as real and upsetting as a crime or accident. An actual encounter with aliens would be shocking, but a vivid subjective experience might provide an equally affecting alternative. If the legend persists as a genre because it expresses a fundamental category of psychological concern (Ranke 1967:23-27), abduction reports may owe their emotional impact to a similar psychological affinity. For some reason abductees take their experiences very much to heart, a clue perhaps that this type of encounter arises from an internal source, or learned materials deeply internalized.
Why abduction reports should appear in their present form at the present time, if they are motivated by age-old psychological concerns, suggests a fortuitous and recent confluence of factors. Experience of some sort may underlie the reports, but experience alone might not suffice to start an abduction tradition. A raw experience by itself might prove too confusing to report at all, despite its emotional force, or channel through some interpretive tradition like religion to emerge in another form. An evolving UFO tradition provides a ready-made language of description and interpretation suitable for modern times. The experience compares well enough with UFO ideas to fit in with them and take its place within the larger UFO mythology. In turn this welldeveloped tradition helps shape the personal experiences of abductees into a viable public form, perhaps first in the thoughts of abductees, more certainly later when the accounts pass along to eager proponents and receptive mass media. How much of the final narrative is experience and how much is tradition remains an open question. What seems more certain is that without all of these contributing factors, the UFO abduction legend probably could not exist.
Abductions point to the rise of a technological supernaturalism in UFO reports, where the possibilities of alien science sanction wonders once possible only in magic. In abductions we also reacquaint ourselves with some old enemies. They have always been with us, these creatures lurking in the dark. Once again we are helpless as they swoop down to capture, terrify, and harm us for their own purposes. Science may have evicted ghosts and witches from our beliefs, but it just as quickly filled the vacancy with aliens having the same functions. Only the extraterrestrial outer trappings are new. All the fear and the psychological dramas for dealing with it seem simply to have found their way home again, where it is business as usual in the legend realm where things always go bump in the night.
